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This bibliography consists of a selective list of books and articles relating to Dance Notation. Those books held within the AA Library are indicated with a shelfmark.

Books (arranged alphabetically by title)

792.7.091 TUF


Dancers on a plane: Cage, Cunningham, Johns: in memory of their feelings (Sontag, Susan)  London: Anthony d’Offay Gallery, 1989  
7.036 SON

Laban's principles of dance and movement notation (Lange, Roderyk)  London: Macdonald and Evans, 1975  
792.8 LAB


792.8 BEN

Articles (arranged chronologically)

Desktop community: notation of the future space perception in Space Design 1998 April n.4(403), p.81-95  illus, photos, diagrams, charts, drawings, computer drawings


Rene Thom: life scores [interview] in Any 1994 March-April v.1, n.5 p.[40]-41

Dance notation in Perspecta 1990, n.26, p.203-204  drawings, bibliography
Methode de notation in *Architecture d’Aujourd’hui* 1972 Oct-Nov, n.164, p.66-69  illus, plans


Motation in *Progressive Architecture* 1965 July, v.46, p.126-133  illus, plans


A sequence-experience notation for architectural and urban spaces in *Town Planning Review* 1961 April, v.32, n.1, p.33-52  illus
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